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NOB BENE
The George Washington Post - 2 001 a "Hard News" Odyssey!

Thursday, January 25, 2001

DID Y OU KNOW?
CDO Ready for One L
Summer Job Search
BY ANGELA HSU

Staff Writer
As thespring semester begins, feelings ofanxi
ety and fear are creeping into the hearts of many
lLs who face their first law school job search. Clam
oring for the perfect first summer job easily ranks as
the second to least favorite law school activity topped
only by the most dreaded event of all - getting first
semester grades. The same questions run through
many students' minds -- What do I do? Where do 1
begin? Is my first j ob going to dictate the rest of my
legal career? Am I going to be able to get paid? If I
don't get paid, how will I live? Is it too late to go to
medical school?
Although it may seem like a daunting experi
ence, the CDO wants all lLs to know that they do
not have to go through it alone. CDO representa
tives say they are committed to guiding lLs in their
search every step of the way and have provided a
helpful list of things to do and think about.
First and most importantly, it is not too late.
Jeanette Calli, Assistant Director, says that she
has seen many panicked students come in recently.
They think that if they don't have a job by now, the
situation is hopeless. However, most legal employ
ers begin looking at 1L candidates during the spring.
" lLs who are beginning their job search now are
right on track," Calli says reassuringly.
Calli's next piece of advice is to urge students
to come in and meet with their advisor to develop a
plan of action. "Every first-year job search is differ
ent and every advisor has the experience to help the
student come up with an action plan tailored to their
specific needs." Additionally, the CDO's wealth of
resources make it an obvious starting point. For ex
ample, the CDO keeps an alumni network of a p
proximately 1,300 grads who have stated that they

See ONE L SUMMER at page 5
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Shedding Some Light on the SBA
Unlocking the Mystery of our Governing Body
annual basis."
Over the past semester the SBA has been working
Staff Writer
on several important issues. In addition, to help fostering
the return of "Beer on the Quad," and organizing the ski
"We have an SBA ... what does it do?" This is an trip and Barrister's Ball, the SBA has also created a Stu
average response from a first year law student when asked dent Leadership Conference, which will help organizations
transfer skills from one executive
about the Student Bar Association, MHHHHW
board to the next Arguably the most
Perhaps, second-year or third-year stu
The SBA is an organization significant accomplishment of this
dents may have a more in-depth re
in which all students are organization over the past semester
sponse, but there appears to be some
has been the passage of a resolution
confusion over what the SBA does.
invited and encouraged to dealing
with Academic Integrity.
The SBA, in the words of the SBA
participate
in.
There
are
In
the wake of allegations of
President serves as"the representative
dishonesty
during last spring's jour
voice for all students." This organi
many opportunities for
nal
competition,
the SBA began to
zation is an umbrella groups for clubs
students
to
get
involved
in
open
a
dialogue
on how to limit
and a go between the students, faculty
these
types
of
acts.
Last semester, a
many
positions
and
and administration.
resolution
was
introduced
by four
Organizationally, the SBA is
activities. There are
second-year
representatives,
Phil
composed of the president's cabinet
currently a wide variety of Tahtakran, Emily Hargrove, Julie
and the board, which is composed of
student representatives, along with the
issues still pending upon Hordt and Jerry Russo. This reso
lution in essence makes "the failure
President and a vice-president for the
which the SBA can have a of a student to report firsthand
Day and Night divisions. In addition,
knowledge of academic dishonesty
large impact
the President of the SBA is responsible
in itself a chargeable offense." In
for appointing the chairmen of each
•
the words of the Secretary of the
individual committee. The commit
SBA, "It transforms a sanction-less
tees are a crucial component of the pro
cess. On these committees students get to share the con offense into a sanctionable offense." This resolution passed
cerns of the student body with faculty members. The SBA in the SBA unanimously and ultimately in the words of
is not an organization by itself though. The students share the chief sponsor of the resolution, Phil Tahtakran, "the
a community with faculty, administrators and the rest of whole student body will decide this issue in a referendum
the George Washington University community. "Who is [which should occur during the spring elections]."
The SBA is an organization in which all students
really running the show ... the faculty and the administra
are
invited
and encouraged to participate in. There are
tion of course," said the SBA President.
The SBA handles student concerns and important many opportunities for students to get involved in many
issues. The SBA is currently in the process of exploring positions and activities. There are currently a wide vari
the idea of taking exams on laptops, making printing more ety of issues still pending upon which the SBA can have a
inexpensive and curriculum issues. The curriculum is large impact. The spring elections are approaching. To
sues vary from scheduling problems to exam taking prob those who still wonder what the SBA does, February 21"
lems. "Curriculum is an ongoing issue, every SBA [ad will stand as a date to get involved and make a difference.
ministration] deals with it or hears about it on a semi
BY MARK HE RSHFIED

Parents of Slain GW Student Seth Wadley
File Suit Against Local Corporation
BY MATTHEW GELLER

hind bars.
Staff Writer
This civil lawsuit springs from
Aspillaga's employment with the Intelsat
According to a Washington Post Corporation, whose ultra-modern corporate
article, the parents of Seth Wadley, the GW offices are located in the \hn Ness section
Law Student who was killed by a drunk of Northwest Washington. Aspillaga was a
driver in December of 1999, have filed a computer technician for a Virginia firm that
$50 million civil lawsuit against the Intelsat offered technical assistance in Intelsat.
Corporation, claiming that Wadley's death According to the Washington Post article,
was caused by an employee who drank too the lawsuit claims that Aspillaga attended
a holiday party, which was hosted by
much at an office holiday party.
Wadley, who was a 3L at the time Intelsat at a downtown hotel, the night of
of his death, was hit by a car that ran the fatal accident. Furthermore, according
through a red light at 11th and G streets, to the article, Aspillaga attended an "afterNW, in the early hours of December 19, party" at the same hotel.
According to the article, Patrick
1999. Wadley was critically injured in the
hit-and-run accident, and died the next day M. Regan, an local attorney for Wadley's
at George Washington University Medical parents, has stated that Aspillaga's blood
alcohol level was 0.22 percent, which is
Center.
The driver of the car was Richard almost triple the District's blood alcohol
Aspillaga. Aspillaga sped away from the level legal limit of 0.08 percent. In the ar
accident scene, but was arrested in Arling ticle, Regan stated that Intelsat had a duty
ton County, Virginia, a few hours later. to monitor the use of alcohol at its holiday
Aspillaga pleaded guilty to manslaughter, parties, and that Intelsat had the responsi
and was sentenced to two to six years be bility to take reasonable steps to ensure that

guests would not operate motor vehicles
while intoxicated. Regan further stated, in
the article, that Aspillaga spent more than
six hours at the two Intelsat-hosted parties,
consuming beer and hard alcohol through
out the evening.
A few minutes after Aspillaga left
the Intelsat party, he hit Wadley as Wadley
was crossing the street at 11th and G Ac
cording to the article, Wadley was thrown
95 feet from the impact of the accident. An
Arlington police officer stopped Aspillaga
a short time later for driving erratically.
According to the article, authorities with
knowledge of the arrest said that the wind
shield of Aspillaga's car had been shattered,
and Wadley's keys, which he had been hold
ing at the time of the accident, were em
bedded in the glass of the windshield.
On December 19, 2000, Alfred
and Donna Wadley filed suit in this case in
U.S. District Court. The lawsuit seeks $25
million in damages from Aspillaga and $25
million in damages from Intelsat and two
of its employees who, according to the suit,

organized the party and the "after-party".
According to the article, Intelsat
officials have stated that the company's se
curity detail and managers are assigned to
supervise their employees' conduct at of
fice-sponsored parties, and that it is Intelsat
policy to pay for taxicabs for those who
appear to be intoxicated, and unable to get
home under their own power.
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OPINIONS
2001 - We're Back!
What's Going On?
Is if just us or is life at the Law School a little slow lately? Now that the
election is over, what is there to talk about? We've seen a few professors
wandering the halls aimlessly, with not a TV appearance in sight for the near
future. Book tour is over. NPR hasn't railed. How sad. There's nothing left
to do but ..teach. Don't feel bad. We're not looking forward to this semester
either. Rousing session of "Legislation" anyone? Classes for this semester
are just, well, a bit dull. Besides, we know once third year rolls around, the
challenge is sort of over. Our grades can't get much better...or worse, for that
matter.
Ergo, to begin this semester with proper aplomb, we are forced to en
gage in a little petty bitching.
Elevator Slackers
There's no other way to say this then to be blunt: do
not take the elevator to the second floor! It's a waste of
time for all of us. We don't care if you're coming from
lower level one either. It's two flights! Just hoof it, lazy
children! Unless you are wheeling yourself or a projector,
you have no excuse.
Nota Bene Recognition
We would just like to take a moment to praise this
very editorial page. It was our suggestion appoint an "up"
set of stairs and a "down" set of stairs to eliminate all of
the confusion. However, now that we've seen the fruits of
our labor we do have to point out that the engraved signs
are a little much. Next thing you know, walking the wrong
way on the stairs will get your library privileges suspended!

Give Bush a Chance!
St IH A, GILLER — OPINION EDIT OR

give him the chance before jumping on the
bandwagon of the mediaand the liberal left.
America -the land of opportunity.
Vfcry few people actually know anyAs Americans, we pride ourselves on giv- thing about W- they hear things from other
ing people a chance - a chance to succeed people, from the media, and from A1 Gore
and to prosper in our nation. We are taught and Jesse Jackson (the Reverend is hardly
to not judge people before giving the op- entitled to speak about morality these days),
portunity to prove themselves. In this time among others, and they begin to believe it
of a new presidency, let us honor this creed themselves. This was evidenced by an inand actually give George W. Bush a chance terview with a Bush protester seen on ABC
before we tab him as "unfit" to serve as during the inauguration. The question
President.
posed by the reporter - "What about the
Since elementary school, children President are you protesting?the response
are taught by their teachers, their parents, -"I don't like him." Another probing ques
and their peers not to judge a person based tion by the reporter - "What issues bothe
on criteria such as the color of their skin, you the most?" elicited another insightfu
something they have done wrong in the past, response - "He is not a nice President...
or a rumor that they might have heard, and he is against drug abuse." (Did I hea
George W. B ush had not even begun his that one correctly???) My suggestion is tha
term as President before people assumed the these people should develop independen
worst about his qualifications and his po- minds and begin to exercise independen
tential accomplishments in office. Granted, thought. Don't chastise a man based on
he has not had the most extensive educa- the conjecture and folklore of a politica
tion and he is probably not the most quali- machine. When he starts to act and makes
fied candidate in U.S. histoiy. But before a decision that you disagree with, then tha
we assault him about his shortcomings, we is the time to begin to criticize Bush's ac
should sit back and allow him to prove him- tions. But doing so now, before he has even
self to us for a little while.
stepped into the Oval Office, proves tha
Abraham Lincoln lost every elec- you act based on assumptions - and you
tion that he had ever run in, had two men- know what mom and dad told you abou
tal breakdowns, and was constantly dis- assumptions...
suaded from nmning^for
^
^CJeoige W. Bush

Barrister's Ball?
We won't engage in any too-cool-for-school "law
school prom" commentary. Everyone should go, at least
once. But if we're going to go, we want it to be the best it

can be. Ok, maybe its too late for this year. But next year's prom—er, we
mean, ball committee, take note: no more hotels! They're too ordinary. You've
seen one hotel, you've seen them all. Especially in grey and dour DC. What
about the Corcoran? Or even the National Press Club again? Something fun,
something interesting, something different. Please?
Vocabulary 101
Heaven knows, the Nota Bene has its fair share of typos and mixed up
verbiage, but here s one for us all to make note of, nota bene, if you will.
Learn the difference between (and appropriate use of) then and than. We see
this mistake with increasing regularity and at an alarming rate, considering
that GW Law flaters itself that it trains professional writers. Accordingly, as
a public service to the Enlish Language, we implore you to use caution in
employing these words. It is praticularly easy to make a mistake while
typing— so be careful. Then no amount of spell check will save you.from a
fate worse than having defied this admonition from the Nota Bene!

ERIK ME NGWALL - M. ED.

,
,
.
... . IT„,.
most qualified candidate in U.S. history.
I for one am bullish on Bush. I am
Am I to take it then, that a Bachelor's
tired of reading qualified positive opinions, from Yale and an MBA from Harvard do
opinions (with appologies to Mr. Giller) not amount to an extensive education (and
which use the words "granted" and "I am don't come back to me with the familia
not suggesting.It is my deeply held be- retort about his grades- like you never had
lief that if President Bush is succesfiil in a bad grade)? On this scale I cringe at the
enacting his agenda of civility, courage, thought of where my GW Law degree puts
compasssion and character, we will all be me. As for qualifications for candidacy
better for it- rich, poor, liberal, conserva- being the only governor in Texas histoiy to
five- all of us. Perhaps more importantly, be re-elected for a secondterm sounds pretty
I think W is up to Presidential snuff.
good to me; and his success at home says
In the brief recitation above, we read, veiy much about his ability to govern and
"Granted, he has not had the most exten- get results
sive education and he is probably not the
I look forward to the next four years

Shhh...

NOTA BENE

Don t tell, but the Nota Bene might get its one and only wish for itself
this year — a working computer. Somewhere (ok, in Baltimore), Cheryl Demma
is smiling.
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NEWS & OPINION

Welcome to the Jungle
BY MARK HERSHFIELD
When we all first arrived at the George Washing
ton Law School, we heard the common refrain, "George
Washington is not really a competitive environment." After,
being at this institution for over four months, one thing
has become clear, that line is simply false. If a song could
be used to describe the work atmosphere at this institution
it would be Guns N' Roses, "Welcome to the Jungle."
Let's assume for a minute that most students agree
with the prior statements. Now a good question to ask is
who is to blame for this competitive atmosphere? One
school of thought would place the students themselves to
blame for this situation. After all, most students here come
from competitive ivy-league or near ivy league institutions
where students are used to being #1 in their class. Most of
us appear to be the hand-raisers and the get involved indi
viduals at those schools. We are also used to succeeding
and taught that anything less than the best is simply not
good enough. However, perhaps it is more the environ
ment itself than the student body.
Let's take mailboxes as an example. There are so
many different colored pieces of paper in each box each
day that one might expect Jesse Jackson to pop out of one's
box. All sorts of flyers clutter these boxes. They offer us
magic beans, which they guarantee will improve our grades.
Tons of classes that we can't afford, which will help us
graduate at the top of the class. Outlines, which have no
relevance to any class and review courses, which make
one think they never have to attend the real class. One
might expect the law school to screen these advertisements

for their worthiness, but no such system exists.
This law school is a dog eat dog world. A world
in which our grades are not determined by our own apti
tude, but by how wedo in comparison to each other. Things
are so rigid that we c annot see our grades until all the
grades are ready, no matterwhen our testsare graded. Rigid
rules govern test taking, essay writing, journal competi
tions - you name it. Flexibility is eliminated in the name
of fairness and formalistic rituals. We are all put on an
equal or level playing field and from there we are all en
couraged rip each other to shreds.
Is there any way to escape this competitive, hos
tile environment? Unfortunately, we are all in this game
together. It is like competing for a date. In the end only
one of us can go out with that special person and we are all
doing what it takes to get that person's attention. Whether
it is extra reading, raising one's hands, talking to profes
sors, looking over old tests or buying commercial outlines
or (perhaps strangest of all) buying the professor's dinner,
we are all guilty. Until the system is reformed, and the
vice is loosened this pattern will continue. Until the school
stops encouraging us to use outlines and old tests (prac
tices which are not permitted in many undergraduate in
stitutions), we can all look forward to more competition.
Perhaps, some people thrive off this competition and they
relish the idea of competing against their classmates to see
who is #1 or #15. Maybe, that is what being a lawyer is
about, getting the most money and winning the most cases
by any means necessary or perhaps just maybe there may
be something more to being a lawyer ...

•
•
•
•
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BY PROFESSOR ALBERTO MANU EL BENITEZ
GW Law School is an international law school. Its
interaction with foreign law schools, lawyers, and law stu
dents is significant and vibrant. Now GW Law School
has added another component to its international cachet,
the North American Consortium on Legal Education
(NACLE). NACLE was formed in 1999, with GW as a
charter member, to promoteincreased understanding within
North American countries of neighboring legal systems by
providing opportunities for cross-border research, curricu
lum development, and student & faculty exchanges. In
addition to GW, these are the NACLE law schools:
United States
University of Arizona
University of Houston
Mexico
Instituto Tecnologico de Estudios Superiores de
Monterrey (Monterrey)
Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico (Mexico
City)
Universidad Panamericana (Mexico City)
Canada
Dalhousie University (Halifax)
McGill University (Montreal)
University of Ottawa
GW ID students may apply to participate in rite

NACLE as a visiting student for one semester at one of the
Mexican or Canadian member law schools. (GW has al
: ready hosted several Mexican and Canadian law students
• as part of the NACLE). Program Administrator Shehernaz
Joshi, Dean Susan Karamanian, and I are eager to get GW
; JD students involved in the NACLE, so we are holding an
informational meeting on Tuesday, February 13, 4:005:50,
in the Moot Court room, to discuss the NACLE.
J
Please join us.
For more info see http://www.nacle.org.
••

BY CHR IST INE CH U A

www, espn, 20. com
"Because no other
website gives all you
sports news at one stop."
-Ben Gould, 2L Day.

www, morninsstar. com
The best financial site
on the web.
•Jason Jones, 1L Day.

GW LAW and the
North American
Consortium on
Legal Education

www, allafrica.com
"The best pan-African
news website."
-Twronge Gonelwe, 1L
Day.

www.amihotornot com
"An entertaining waste of
time when you don't feel
like studying."
-Randall Lee, 2L Day.
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CROSSWORD & STUFF
Crossword 101
" Seeing Red"
ACROSS
1 Steak order
5 Kenton & Musial
10 Precedes room
14 Jeopardy's Trebek
15 Placido Domingo, e.g.
16 Buffalo's lake
17 Covers with grass
18 Place to sleep

20 PHI or talk
21 ATM nmbrs.
22 Peculiar people (with
odd)
23 Good Gosh!
25 Observes
27 Lassie, for one
29 Traded goods
33 Surrender cry
34 Asian fruits
35 Mr. Whitney
36 Work hard
37 Compare
38 Insures bank
depositors
39 Buiding wing

40 Disappeared gradually
41 Authored a paper
42 Replies
44 A stimulating drink
45 Computer command
46 Sea Lott
47 Declaration of faith
50 Unkind
51 Paddle
54 Comedian

57 Can do
58 October birthstone
59 French city

60 Anglers tool
61 Ital ian lake
62 Reverence to God
63 Card
DOWN

1 Coarse fie
2 Cosmetic ingredient
3 Editors' tools
4 Former partners

r

Inaugural Blues

By Ed Canty
1

2

3

4

14
17
20
• 23
27

24

28

f?r

6

8

9

"

L
19

25
29

48

49

54

44

1

55

58

46

11

•
J
•

50

32

52

53

51

57

56

60

59

61

31

41

43
45

30

38

40

42

13

35

37

39

12

26

34

36

11

[ 22

"

33

47

7

'

BY MARK HER SH FIELD

63

62

5 Pace
6 H. S. students, e.g.
7 &&&
8 Neither relative
9 Angel's happy sign
10 Garbage
11 M r. Clapton
12 Kitchen convenience
13 Wallet stuffers
19 "Waiting for Lefty"

38 NFL's Tarkenton
40 Hot cheese dish
41 Songbir d
43 Adobe dweller
44 Trumpets and saxes, e.g.
46 Doctrine
47 Alligator
48 Take back
49 Dutch treat
50 Lawn pest

playwright
21 Window part
24 Fish respiratory organ

52 Away from the wind
53 Count on
55 Pub need

25 Cut the two by four
26 Emerald Isle
27 More appealing
28 American chameleon
29 Treks, e.g.
30 Clancy's ship
31 Chosen few
32 Chopper
34 Palisiang
37 Terra firma

56 Numerical prefix
57 Garfunkel, for one

Quotable Quote
" Common looking people are
the best in the world: that is
the reason the Lord made

By GFR Associates E-Mail: EDC9432@aol.com
Mail: GFR, P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301

so many of them. "
. . . Abraham Lincoln

ATTENTION ONE I S
DON'T MISS THIS!
^Jlie Jjudit ici t (dierhdliip (dommittee

presents the

JUDICIAL
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
January 31st 2001 at 4pm
in L402

On a cold and rainy Saturday Morning, George
W. Bush was s worn in as the 43rd President of the United
States. People of all ages, sizes and creeds, rode the metro
toward the United States Capitol. Gigantic crowds awaited
the train on each platform, as the train rumbled along to
wards its destination. People in giant cowboy hats, with
American flags were on their way to watch history in the
making. However, when the masses of people arrived at
the capital they were greeted with a surprise. It seems that
the inauguration was no event created for the people.
In order to getanywhere near the even tickets were
needed. Forget, the fact that this event was dubbed an
event "open to the public," the only way to actually see the
event was to have a ticket. Sure, one can understand the
fact that seating should be reserved, but areas to stand in?
Okay, perhaps some areas to stand in should be reserved,
but should large empty tracts of land between the people
with tickets and those without ticket
s beleft empty? Maybe,
it was in the name of some security interest. Perhaps, the
event's coordinators feared for the President's safety (a
worthwhile concern); but does that excuse making people
without tickets watch this historic event from a mile away?
Or does that explain why there were barriers blocking
people from viewing the event from the left or right sides
of the capital area?
The event planners, however, appeared to be pre
pared for the situation they created. A large television
screen was erected so the "vanquished" could watch the
event (doesn't that sound like something a person could
have done at home?). This seemed like a worthy project.
Senator Mitch McConnell's voice could be heard booming
over the loudspeakers as he introduced the Chief Justice.
However, then things go even more bizarre. There was
the new President of the United States giving him inaugu
ral address and nobody could hear him. Sure the people
up close could hear him, but those without tickets had to
struggle to hear a word of this hi
storic address. The whole
episode left many people puzzled and wondering why they
came to the event in the first place.
People came to this event to see history in the
making and to witness the peaceful transfer of power be
tween rival political parties. Parents brought their chil
dren and the elderly came to catch a glimpse of the new
President. However, these people were not rewarded for
braving the rotten weather, but vanquished to watch the
celebration from a mile away. Is this how democracy looks?
Is democracy an ideal hidden behind barriers and chain
link fences? Is democracy something that one can see on a
TV screen and faintly here or is there something more to
the concept? The inaugural address was not a democratic
event. It was an event by the elite and for the elite. It is a
shame that so many energetic and faithful Americans who
wagered out in to the cold, were left out in the cold by this

Babv-Sitting/Siudv and Oct Paid
Wanted: Warm, caring, responsible and dependable individual
to be at home with my 4 1/2 year old a few nights a month.
Situation: Single dad looking for occasional (4-6 times per
month) in-home child care. I'm a full-time child advocate who
bartends part-time at the 9:30 club. I'm looking for someone to
be home on the occasional night that I work at the club.
My apartment is located in the heart of Georgetown, on the
canal. My h ome is clean, comfortable, internet accessible and
has a washer and dryer for use while you're baby sitting.
Typical hours needed: 7:45pm to 1:45pm. Cleaning up after,
feeding and bathing of child is not necessary. Disney movies and
bedtime stories are.

Bedtime is at 8:30pm so you will have plenty of time to nap,
study or relax.
For more information call Rich at 202-776-0027 ext. 107 or
202-271-5757 (cell) or e-mail at richard@fightcrime.org
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A Word or Two
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Jesse Jackson

BY MARK HERSHFIELD
As a child, my mother once told comparison to the 1996 election. Jackson
me that if Jesse Jackson were elected Presi knows these statistics. However, in the face
dent of the United States we would move to of evidence to the contrary, he continued to
Canada. That particular maternal wisdom fan the flames of racial divisions in this
set aside, I have been an admirer of Jesse nation. By doing that, he has lost the re
Jackson for years. Over the past few years, spect of those who saw him as a credible
he has been an ardent champion of disen figure.
franchised members of society. H e has been
Jesse Jackson has always been a
a strong supporter of the Democratic Party religious figure. He is a Reverend and he
and he has been an especially helpful coun believes in the inclusion of faith in public
cil to President Clinton. However, recent service. He is a man who has attempted to
events have changed my view of Mr. Jack infuse morality into public service. How
son.
ever, recently Jackson disclosed the feet that
Jesse Jackson was one of the first he has fathered a daughter out of wedlock
leaders to protest the alleged voting irregu in an aflfeir with one of his employees. How
larities in Florida. However, instead of can a man who speaks of morality, behave
One L's it's time to visit the CDO's digs at 19th andFStreets
helping the cause, he hurt thecause, by turn in such a manner that he himself would
ing the voting problems in Florida into a surely describe as amoral?
"Black vs. White issue." This might have
Cheating on a spouse is one thing
been a good strategy, exceptfor the fact that which we can debate the morality of. It is
are willing to becontacted by students with urges students to develop. "Many students over seventy-five percent of people in this quite another to preach against something
questions regarding their job search. find networking uncomfortable because country are White. Jackson became a light and then participate in the same act one
"These grads are a great resource for in they think that it's schmoozing and fake. ening rod for Republican critics and his preaches against. This is the ultimate hy
formation about careers and how they suc They need to realize that networking is presence alone was a turn-off to many pocrisy. How can an individual who be
cessfully performed their job search. They going to be crucial when they begin prac American viewers. In the end, he over-dra moaned the fact that he himself was con
are also great because they are usually very ticing law because that's how they're go matized the issue and the respect he spent ceived out of wedlock, turn around and fa
well-connected. In the past, many of them ing to get business. It's anintegral skill that years cultivating among members of the ther a child out of wedlock?
Jackson, during his announcement of
have made phone calls for students and students would do well to pick up now," mainstream disappeared.
Jackson has also been one of the his extramarital affair, pointed out that he
their contacts have gotten students jobs," says Calli. In its effort to help students over
says Calli. The CDO also keeps a job bank come their dislike of networking, the CDO strongest supporters of the allegation that needed time to retreat from the public arena
to ask God and his
where more than 3,000 employers a year has a workshop scheduled for both January George W. Bush pre
25, 2001 at 4pm in L301 and January 30, sided over a campaign,
family forgiveness.
post listings.
which "systematically
Perhaps, Jackson
Students need to realize that finding 2001 at 12 pm in S305.
should spend some
And what about the student who, on disenfranchised Black
their first summer job is not going to hap
time talking with
pen in a weekend. The job search is a pro that fateful February morning, learns of voters." If the goal of
people like myself.
their less-than-stellar first year perfor Bush's campaign was to
cess that students need to incorporate into
Those of us who be
their lives and make part of their schedule. mance? Students should feel reassured to disenfranchise Black
lieved in his message
Calli suggests that students set aside sev know that bad grades do not a McDonald's voters ... he failed mis
and his moral charac
eral hours a week devoted to search activi server make. While it may shake one's self- erably. The turnout of
ter are left wondering
ties such as researching, writing letters and esteem, Calli suggests that students do their African Americans in
and in a state of
networking (to be discussed later). A good best to put their first set of grades behind the 2000 election was
shock. Perhaps, the
idea is to develop a job search organiza them and move on. "There absolutely are the highest turnout ever
people he should be
tion system. Some students have used bind opportunities out there for all of our stu among members of this
truly asking for for
ers with tabs to keep track of letters that dents." First-year students with the disap group. Even in Florida
giveness are people
they've sent to prospective employers, fli pointing GPA's may not get a large firm the turnout among Afri
like myself.
ers and literature they've received at re job but many small andmedium firms, as can Americans in
cruiting events and looseleaf paper with well as public interest and government creased substantially in
information they've garnered through in agencies, do not emphasize grades when
dependent research of employers. Other selecting their interns. Calli also wants to
students have recorded information on in remind students networking is a very im
portant way to overcome bad grades.
dex cards.
However, while the CDO offers these
Whatever the system, it is clear that
PROFESSOR ALBERTO MANUEL BENITEZ
general tips, each law student's particular
organization is key.
invites you to consider....
An important thing for first-year stu situation will offer unique opportunities as
dents to do is keep an open m
ind. Calli sees well as challenges. lLs should not only talk
two camps of students-those who think to the CDO but to 2Ls and 3Ls as well.
The following are a list of upcoming
that they know exactly what they want to
do and others who have no idea. In either CDO events that students, especially lLs,
situation, shopping around is essential to should mark on their calendars pronto.
Informational meeting on
The Ins and Outs of the DOJ getting the most worthwhile summer gig.
Tuesday, February 13,4:00-5:50,
"There are a myriad of settings out there Wednesday, 1/24 at 4pm in LL101
in the Moot Court room
Interviewing and Networking Work
and the most important criteria is that the
opportunity be able to provide a good lea
rn shops- 1/25 at 4pm in L301 and 1/30 at
to discuss the NACLE.
!•
I#
ing experience. First-year students do not noon in S305
Please
join
us.
<•
Judicial Internship Program held by
have to worry that this first job will pigeon
the
Clerkship
Committee-1/31
at
4pm
in
In
the
meantime...
hole them into a certain career path," says
L402
Calli.
Kim Walter, author of The Greatest
One question on many 1L minds is
Check out the NACLE site, at http://www.nacle.org,
Places
to Work with a Law Degree and
how to get a job that pays. This concern
Guerilla
Tactics
speaks
on
2/6
at
4
pm
in
may lead many students to fret about get
& GW's site, at http://www.law.gwu.edu/acad/nacle.asp.
ting a firm job so that they can, in turn, L401
Public Interest Funding Meeting on
pay the bills. Students should, however,
mber as date
keep in mind that GW Law does provides 2/15 at 4pm (check for room nu
students with some grants to complete pub nears)
NAPIL public interest opportunities
lic interest internships in the summer. Also,
while there are usually more large firm op and fellowships on 2/21 at 4 pm in the Moot
portunities for students with technical back Court Room
Government Internship Job Fair on
grounds and who are interested in perform
ing intellectual property work, many small 2/22 from 1-4 p. m at the Marvin Center
Sports and Entertainment Law
and medium firms also hire first-year stu
Workshop on 2/27 at 4pm.
dents to work in a variety of legal areas.
GOOD LUCK!!
Networking is a skill that the CDO
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INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES LIBRARIAN
(Who is he? And what can he do for you?)
Students may have noticed a new face wandering
around Stockton Cellar, muttering things like
"Prometheus," "bitmap," and "TWEN." The
name that goes with the face is Larry Ross, and he
is the library's new Instructional Services Librar
ian.
What exactly is an Instructional Services Librar
ian, you may ask? Well, here is Larry's answer
for you :
"The position of Instructional Services Librarian
is a new one here at GW Law Library. The focus
of the job is to work with the faculty on finding
ways to use instructional technologies in their
courses. This includes in-class presentations
using Corel Presentations or Microsoft
Powerpoint, and the use of online course sys
tems, such as The West Educational Network (i.e.
TWEN), Lexis-Nexis Virtual Classroom, and
GWU's Prometheus system.
Faculty can use these course systems (also re
ferred to as "courseware") to manage course
reserves and syllabi, to develop and distribute

NOTES FROM COMPUTER SERVICES
1. Lexis and Westlaw
Due to the current high demand for Westlaw and
Uhs printouts, there may be printing delays for

your document(s). The print jobs are queued in
the order in which they are received. If the print
jobs ahead of yours are long and/or numerous, the
time delay may be significant. It is not possible to
move your print job ahead of others.
In consideration of your fellow students, please
restrict your printing to documents of reasonable
size. We appreciate your patience.
2. Drinks
This a reminder that drinks of any kind are not
permitted next to public access computers. This
includes, but is not limited to, the 2nd floor
Computer Labs, 1st floor research stations, e-mail
terminals and the LL1 Lexis/Westlaw computers.
If a patron has a drink by a computer, they
politely will be asked to relocate the drink until
they are finished with the computer.
The computers are for everyone's use. It is our
intent to insure that the computers remain oper
able and clean. Please also note that food of any
kind has never been allowed in the library. Thank
you for your cooperation.
3. Announcements

,

For important and current Computer Classroom
announcements, please
take a moment to read the scrolling news ticker on
the Computer
Classroom homepage. The homepage is accessible
from the 2nd floor
computer labs.
NEW COPIERS
To improve the quality of copies, the library has
replaced some of the older copiers with new
Xerox machines. These new machines can be
found on the 2"1 floor of Burns and on stack level
3 (SL3).
With the installation of these machines, all public
library copiers now accept only the Gworld card.

and collaborative learning. If a faculty member
chooses to use one of these systems, then the
Instructional Services Librarian is available to
train students in how to use the system. The
Instructional Services Librarian also spends time
at the reference desk, and is part of the faculty
liaison program."

LIBRARY RESEARCH SESSIONS
SPRING 2001
If you are interested in sharpening or extending
your research skills, the Jacob Burns Law Library
invites you to attend one or more of its Spring
2001 Library Research Sessions. Sessions will be
taught by reference librarians, who will discuss
and demonstrate a variety of print and electronic
research sources.
Enrollment for each of these classes is limited.
Please use the sign up sheets at the Reference
Desk on the first floor of the Library or send an
e-mail message to the instructor listed for the
program(s) you wish to attend. If space limita
tions prevent you from attending a particular
session, the Library will try to schedule a repeat
of the program at a later date.

Finding International Patents &
Patent -Related Information
Date: Tuesday, January 23, 2001
Time: 2pm-3:15 pm
Location: Moot Court Room
Instructor: Leonard Klein, Intellectual Property
Librarian lklein@burns.nlc.gwu.edu
Environmental Law Research Using Online
Catalogs: JACOB, the Library's Online
Catalog: WRLC Catalog; and the WorldCat
Database
Date: Tuesday, February 6, 2001
Time: 1-1:50pm
Location: SL110, Stockton Cellar in the Library
Instructor: Germaine Leahy, Head of Reference/
Environmental Law Research Librarian
gleahy@burns.nlc.gwu.edu
Basic Trademark Research Using the Web
Date: Tuesday, February 13, 2001
Time: 2pm-3:15pm
Location: Moot Court Room

Instructor: Leonard Klein, Intellectual Property
Librarian lklein@burns.nlc.gwu.edu
Human Rights Research on the Internet
Date: Thursday, February 15, 2001
Time: 1-1:50pm
Location: SL110, Stockton Cellar in the Library
Instructor: Herb Somers, Foreign/International
Law Librarian
hsomers@burns.nlc.gwu.edu

Researching EPA Administrative Documents
(EPA Policy/Guidance documents. Environmen
tal Appeals Board decisions, ALJ decisions,
EPA reports, etc.)
Date: Tuesday, February 20, 2001
Time: lpm-1:50pm
Location: SL110, Stockton Cellar in the Library
Instructor: Germaine Leahy, Head of Reference/
Environmental Law Research Librarian
gleahy @burns. nlc. gwu. edu
Finding Law Review Articles Using LegalTrac
and Other Online Indexes
Date: Tuesday, March 6, 2001
Time: 2-3:15pm
Location: Moot Court Room
rroperty Lioranan iKieincamurns.nic.gwu.eau

Legal Research on the Web: Recommended Web
Sites and Search Engines
Date: Wednesday, March 7, 2001
Time: Noon-lpm
Location: Moot Court Room

Instructors: Germaine Leahy, Head of Reference/
Environmental Law Research Librarian and
Lesliediana Jones, Reference/Government Docu
ments Librarian liones@burns.nlc. gwu.edu

Researching D.C. Law: Print and Electronic
Resources
Date: Thursday, March 29, 2001
Time: 1-1:50pm
Location: SL110, Stockton Cellar in the Library
Instructor: Todd Melnick, Reference Librarian
tmelnick@burns.nlc.gwu.edu
Tips for Success with Research Projects during
Your Summer Employment
Date: Thursday, April 5, 2001
Time: Noon-1:30pm
Location: S301
Instructors: Chris Reed, Electronic Resources
Librarian and Carol Grant, Government Contracts
Librarian cgrant@burns.nlc.gwu.edu
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FEATURES
...and introducing Joshua Saltzman in the role of New Film Critic
for the Nota Bene. Today's Feature: SNATCH
"SNATCH" REVIEWED B Y JOS HUA SAL TZMAN
It is widely established that the live theater is an
actor's medium; TV is a producer's medium; and the mov
ies are the domain of the director. Guy Ritchie (more re
cently known as the new Mr. Madonna) proves this with
his sophomore directing effort Snatch. The movie is a
blinding, frenetically paced crime comedy that has an in
credible amount of energy, and is a tremendous amount of
fun. If you liked Ritchie's debut "Lock, Stock and Two
Smoking Barrels" you are bound to like "Snatch".
Like "Lock, Stock," "Snatch" is the story of a
varied assortment of criminals, crooks and other colorful
characters (who one hopes do not roam the streets without
police surveillance) whose lives are thrown together
through happenstance and luck. Explaining Snatch's plot
would take away from the excitement and surprises built
in, it's best just to sit back and enjoy the ride. The basics
are simple: Franky Four Finger (Benicio Del Toro, com
bining his accents in "Traffic" and "Usual Suspects") has
stolen an 86 karat diamond in Antwerp and has gone to
London to sell.
Troubles begin and hijinks arise when Franky is
double-crossed by a gunrunner, Boris the Blade (Rade
Serbedzija of "The Saint"). Soon, nearly everyone from
Turkish, a promoter of illegal boxing figh
ts (Jason Statham,
a veteran of "Lock, Stock"), to Franky's buyer from New
York, Cousin Avi, (Dennis Farina of "Get Shorty" and
"Midnight Run"), to the local crime boss, Brick Top, (Alan
Ford) whose favored method of dealing with people who
cross him is to feed them to starving pigs, either tries to
get the diamond or has it for a period of time.
Ritchie has a gift for writing quick, stripped down
dialogue. (A little piece of advice: see this with someone
from England or someone who has spent time there to
translate the occasionally thick accents.) While the screen
play lacks the cohesiveness of a "Pulp Fiction," it is fresh

Dear B, K, & D,
Two friends of mine from last se
mester have started acting strangely to
wards me. They don't return my calls and
when I see them at school, they're really
evasive about their weekend plans.
Waddup with that? Should I confront
them or just move on?
Gettin' the freeze
B: Maybe they're planning a sur
prise birthday party for you! Or maybe
they're upset about something you said to
them. There could be other reasons too but
you'll never know for sure unless you talk
to them. They were your friends forawhile
and friends don't just dump each other for
no reason. I mean, this isn't junior high
school! And even if they're just acting like
obnoxious brats, they need to account for
it. So try to get them to talk to you but
separately. In a friendly and non-confron
tational manner, ask him/her if you can
talk to them for a few minutes and maybe
get coffee If they still blow you off,I think
it's safe to say that you don't want to be
friends with them anyway.
K: Ask yourself this first: have I
called these people or made an effort to
spend time with them recently? If the
answer is no, then you have only yourself
to blame. I find that people often whine
when they're not paid attention to, but they
themselves make no effort to be sociable.
It's really disgusting how lazy people, es
pecially law students, are. If the answer
is yes, then move on. People who avoid
you probably do have a problem with you,
but they're too cowardly to confront you.
Those are my least favorite people. Aren't
we all old enough to be honest with each

and funny.
Ritchie, who apparently has nev er met a nifty cam
era trick he didn't like, uses nearly every conceivable angle
to shoot the movie. From close-ups, to cross editing, to
surreal Kubrick-style images (such as "Clockwork Or
ange"), Ritchie bombards the audience with highly styl
ized images. He used the same techniques in"Lock, Stock",
so the tricks are not as fresh in "Snatch", except for the
beautifully shot climatic boxing match near the end of the
story. The energy though is still there and the tricks still
work, but it would beinteresting if in his next effort, Ritchie

Guy Ritchie and Brad Pitt share a mo ment during the
filming of "Snatch."
could learn the maxim "less is more."
Despite being a slick piece of movie-making,
"Snatch" deserves mention from other recent and lessor
comedy-noir efforts in its depiction of violence. While
there is a more than ample amount of cursing (Consider
ing you cannot understand half of w hat they are saying
anyway, what does it matter?), and violence, nearly none

of the violence occurs on-screen. There are shoot-outs,
stabbings and even the use of dogs as weapons, but the
viewer is shown virtually none of it. Ritchie manages to
depict the threat of violence without actually having to
show it. In the days of the ballet-like gunfights of John
Woo ("Face-Off') and Woo-imitators, Ritchie deserves
credit for managing to depict the threat of violence with
out actually having to show it. Too many filmmakers out
of laziness or a thirst for the crude resort to shocking the
audience through hideous scenes of blood and guts. In
"Snatch," Ritchie is able to maintain a legitimate sense of
danger and excitement without giving us a close-up of
someone being ripped apart by bullets.
The acting is solid across the board with every actor
appearing to be completely enjoying themselves in their
respective roles. Stand out performances include Statham
as the basically good-guy promoter who gets in over his
head, Brad Pitt as the gypsy fighter Mickey O'Neill who
speaks with a near-unintelligible accent combining every
dialect of the British Isles, and my personal favorite, former
English football star Vinnie Jones as Bullet Tooth Tony.
Jones is another "Lock, Stock" alumni who basically re
hashes his role from the first film but he plays it so well
that is does not matter.
Unlike "films" which are meant for Sunday after
noons (Ex. Woody Allen, J ane Austen adaptations, docu
mentaries) and "motion pictures" that are epic in scale
and construction (Ex. Braveheart, Lawrence of Arabia),
Snatch is a "movie." "Movies" are pure popcorn; thrills,
spills and chills; visual stories meant only to entertain.
This is "Snatch," a Saturday-night, "let's have some fun"
— movie. There are no issues or themes, and there is no
message Ritchie is trying to get across. This is a good
thing because any themes would just take away from a
great ride.

other. Apparently not. So kick them to the He says GW law school students are boring
cuib. They weren't much fun anyway, were losers and that all the liquor in the world
will n ot make them any more interesting.
they?
In fact, he hasn't gone out with me and my
D: Little piece of advice here, draw law sc hool friends for months. I feel torn
ing wild conclusions about situations with between two worlds. Any advice?
Caught between a rock and loser
out communicating with the people in
volved can lead to dire results. There cou'd place.
be any number of reasons your "friends"
B: What kind of guy would make you
are acting strangely, not returning your
calls, and not including you on weekend choose between your friends and him?
outings. Maybe they are acting strangely That's not any kind of relationship I want
towards you because you ratted them out as to be in, do you? Where's the compromise?
the cheaters of the journal competition. Where's the flexibility and sacrifice? If I
Maybe they are not returning your calls were you, I'd talk to him and emphasize
because they get in too late or their incon how important it is for you to be able to go
siderate roommate erases the messages (my to the ball and hang out with your law
inconsiderate former roommate once re school friends and if he can't understand
fused to pay half of the water bill because that, stand your ground and go to the dance.
"I don't take as many showers as you." Maybe you'll find yourself another boy
friend there!
Sadly, it was true).
Maybe they do not include you in
K. Do you really want to go with him
their weekend plans because they are se
cretly moonlighting as a waitress/waiter in anyway? He won't have a good time. And
order to pay hefty law school bills and they can you blame him? It's never fun going to
are hiding it because they have been telling another person's event, hanging around a
everyone that they made lots of money at group of people you barely know. Alcohol
their summer job when they really worked may help, but a sloshy boyfriend is not the
the non-profit circuit. Who knows, maybe accessory of choice this season ("Sweetie,
they just don't like you anymore (It's not if you're going to vomit, please don't do it
the end of the world, get used to it, you are in the lobby! Then that will make two ho
about to become a lawyer). Bottom tels at which GW is not allowed to hold
line.. .talk to your friends and see what's social functions." So leave him at home
up. But do it in a neutral non-confronta and bring someone else if you have to Find
tional manner so as not to sound accusato a cute 1L to take as a "friend." Tell him
you're going to take him under your wing
rial.
and show him the rules of behavior at the
law school prom Wear a great dress and
Dear B, K & D,
My boyfriend (not a law school stu you'll start a buzz. Is she single? Is that
dent) doesn't want to go to Barrister's, even her new boyfriend? Someone's robbing the
though all of my friends are going and I cradle!
told him that it's really important to me.

D: Hmmmmmmm. Gonna have to
side with the boyfriend on this one. I AM
a law student and I don't want to go to
Barrister's. Barrister's sucks. Who came
up with this brilliant concept? Let's gather
all the same boring people that you have
to look at all day; in the library, in the
soft lounge, in the hard lounge, and in
the classroom, and put them in the same
place to socialize with after class. In the
words of Billy Madison... goooooooo!
Maybe the law school should build spe
cial dorms so that we can even live with
law students But I digress My signifi
cant other is not a law student and she
does not like many of my law school
friends either. She finds them arrogant,
pompous, know-it-all, and extremely ar
gumentative; just like myself There are
only so many lawyers a non-lawyer can
handle in a week. Compromise with your
boyfriend by agreeing to spend Friday
night out with your boring, loser friends
and then spend Saturday night out with
his exciting, up-and-comer friends. Also,
remind your boyfriend that his beer
bonging, GHB owning, future overweight
minimum wage earning walking down the
aisle of Walmart with his six kids and
pregnant wife wishing he had done more
than drink during his brief semester and
a half stay in college friends are not that
interesting either. True, all the liquor in
the world will not make a law student any
less boring or any less of a loser (nor will
drinking all the liquor in the world make
a law student appear any more attractive),
but all of the liquor in the world will not
make HIS friends any more interesting or
any more intelligent.

Amanda isn't sure where to begin her research.
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